
SPRING CLEANING CHECKLIST KITCHEN

Keep Your Mail Sorted

Counters & STOVE

Backsplash

Dishwasher

OVEN

DecLutter The Counters You can’t get a good clean if you can’t reach the surfaces! The first step of cleaning any space,
is decluttering. Resolve to trash or donate anything that clutters your counters and life!

If you are like us, mail ends up in the kitchen. It waits for to be opened, filed, paid, etc...and in
the meantime it makes an annoying pile of paper. Buy a file sorter and place the mail in 
designated pockets each day. We have mail that needs opened, mail that needs filed, and bills.

...and this time, move everything off of them first! Get into corners and under that coffee maker.
Finish with the stove, as it’s probably the dirtiest place in the ktichen! 

Don’t forget the backsplash! Take 5 minutes to wipe all of the unseen cooking residue off! 

Open the dishwasher and get in there to wipe out all of the build up! Run an empty cycle with
a dishwasher cleaner made to kill e-coli and other bacteria. 

Once this dirty job is done, consider an over liner to help keep it easier to clean! 

sanitize the sink Kitchen sinks are filled with bacteria, so be sure to wash with warm soapy water,
then sanitize it by spraying vinegar first, then hydrogen peroxide second and let dry.

SINK Disposal

Floors

Run your disposal with a cut-up lemon, some salt and a couple of ice cubes.
The lemon will deodorize, and the ice and salt clean away residue.

Finish a room with the floors, as you probably dirty the floors while cleaning! 
Vacuum up the crumbs, and then use the proper wood or tile cleaner to finish.

(c) Paper & Pigtails for Craftoholics Anonymous.



SPRING CLEANING CHECKLIST BATHROOMS
DECLUTTER

Clean the Counters

CLEAN THE DOOR / WALL

SHOWER GLASS

TOILET

SHOWER LINER WASH Did you know you could toss your curtain liners in the wash with a few towels and then hang
them again? Neither did I until I read it in Woman’s Day...go ahead...reduce, reuse (and clean)!

I will have this on every checklist, because it’s so important! Life is too crazy already to be buried
in “stuff”! In the bathroom, check shampoos, conditioners, and soap bottles. If you have
multiples, combine the bottles. Throw out all expired medicines and make up!

Wipe down the counters and the sink, with a gentle cleaner and make sure to get off any
make up or hairspray residue!

Chances are there is a door or a wall behind your sink and counter...and just think of all of the
sprays, make up, perfumes, and more that coats onto it as you get ready. Wipe it down! 

A shower glass man recently recommended using Rain-X twice a year to keep the shower
glass easier to clean! Sounds great to me! Spring and Fall are the perfect times to do this little
treatment! 

Squirt in your toilet bowl cleaner and then finish cleaning the bathroom while it sits. Right before
the floors, come back and use the brush to scrub the toilet, then use cleaners and a microfiber
cloth for the outsides,and seat!

CLEAR THE DRAINS Make sure to keep your drains clear by using draino or something similar on
occasion (like spring cleaning) and boiling water on a regular basis.

Mirrors

Floors Finish a room with the floors, as you probably dirty the floors while cleaning! 
Vacuum up the crumbs, and then use the proper wood or tile cleaner to finish.

Use two microfiber cloths for a spotless result...one to clean and the second dry rag
to buff off any remaining streaks!

(c) Paper & Pigtails for Craftoholics Anonymous.



SPRING CLEANING CHECKLIST BedROOMS
DECLUTTER

MAKE THE BED

OrGANIZE ACCESSORIES

DECLUTTER DRAWERS

DUST Side Tables, dressers, window frames, blinds, and the fan! DUST it all! 

Go around the room and decide what YOU NEED left out! The bedside table is a haven for
clutter! Try to keep it to your essentials and if it helps, have a little basket so things have a
place! 

OK, this isn’t “spring cleaning”... you got me, but a made bed instantly makes a room look
neater! Make it first thing in the morning and feel better all day! (PS if you feel like you don’t
have time for this...time how long it takes! I bet it’s less than 5 minutes) 

Just like clothes, if you don’t SEE what you have, you forget it! Don’t keep ties, shoes, and
jewelry that you don’t care for or use, then orginize what you do have so it’s easy to find!

You don’t have to spend all day on this, but when drawers are full, clean laundry gets piled up
other places, and you end up in clutter and forgetting about nice things you already own!
Seasonaly glance through drawers and take out the things you don’t wear. Give them to
someone who will use and appreciate them, and make room for things you DO wear! 

Floors Finish a room with the floors, as you probably dirty the floors while cleaning! Vacuum carpet or 
hard floors, and then use the proper wood or tile cleaner to finish when needed.

(c) Paper & Pigtails for Craftoholics Anonymous.



SPRING CLEANING CHECKLIST Living AREAS
DECLUTTER

REMOTE CONTROLS

Couches & CHAIRS

MAGAZINE TOSS

DUST Coffee table, side tables, window frames, doors, blinds, and the baseboards! DUST it all! 

Moving a few years ago, we decluttered to sell our home, and realized in the process how
much nicer it looked and easier it was to clean! Have a certain place for a few favorite decor
pieces, and switch out them out on occasion instead of leaving everything out all of the time!
Switch out photos, decor, and more to keep your home fresh and decluttered! 

As often as these are handled, make sure you wipe them down with sanitizing wipes (gently 
of course...and do not spray them!).

Use leather cleaner to clean leather, wash throw pillow covers, wash slipcovers, and use a lint
roller to take off pet hair or dander, crumbs, and dust!

Seriously...toss them. If there is something you NEED to keep like a recipe or design idea, tear it
out and put it in a book with other ideas! A few magazines are as pretty as coffee table books,
so if you use a few for decor, make sure to keep it to a reasonable number that is visually
appealing. Too many books and magazines left out takes away the beauty of the show pieces!  

Floors Finish a room with the floors, as you probably dirty the floors while cleaning! Vacuum carpet or 
hard floors, and then use the proper wood or tile cleaner to finish when needed.

(c) Paper & Pigtails for Craftoholics Anonymous.
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